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RETURNING TO MY 
WINEGROWING ROOTS

“Vines have been in my maternal family for four generations. The grapes they 
grew were delivered to the cooperative cellar by my grandmother and mother, 
up until I arrived at the domain as a winegrower. However, this did not deter my 
grandmother or mother from taking great care of the 17-hectare vineyard. At 
that time, I was living in Paris with my family and we would come to Fleurie for 
the holidays. I used to love this time so much, being in close contact with nature. 
When my grandmother passed away, my parents decided to keep the vines, 
because I was so deeply attached to this Beaujolais land. We returned to Lyon. I 
was fifteen years old then and wanted to become a winegrower. It was all planned: 
as soon as my viticultural studies were finished, I would deal with the domain’s 
wine production, assisted by my father who would look after the wine sales. But 
sadly my father died at an early age and I had to make headway alone. So I chose 
my work placements in view of my personal history: the first in Beaujolais to 
learn about Gamay; the second in the Côtes-du-Rhône, working for the owner 
of a domain who was leaving the cooperative cellar to make his own wine; and 
my last period of work experience in Burgundy to master the techniques of 
winemaking using whole grape bunches, a single variety and with an area under 
vine equivalent to my own. This was back in 2004; I was making Clos Vougeot 
and telling myself I could never produce wines like this at my own domain! 
Then a professional tasting of old vintages was held and I was invited to attend 
during my work placement at Vougeot. With a Morgon 1911 and this unanimous 
comment: “A magnificent wine, it has aged as well as a Burgundy”, I finally knew 
what type of wine I wanted to make and most importantly I realised it was 
possible. I had another strong advantage too: the freedom to imagine without 
guidelines being imposed. I set up my business in 2006 and named the domain 
Clos de Mez, a shortened version of my name. 
I presented my wines progressively: the Fleurie La Dot in 2006, the Morgon in 
2007. These wines are of course pleasant when very young, but they also possess 
complexity and potential for aging. 
In 2015, a new wine came to complete the range. For this one, I gave precedence 
to deliciousness, freshness and suppleness, because I wanted to give instant flavour 
and pleasure. 
My wines come from the soils of Fleurie and Morgon; they differ greatly and 
each one is authentic!”



THE DOMAIN’S TWO FINE WINES
Clos de Mez makes two wines in the appellations of Fleurie and 
Morgon. The average age of vines in these plots is 45 years old.

To the north of the winegrowing area, the Fleurie appellation outlines 
a hilly landscape. Vines follow the contours of the slopes of Fût 
d’Avenas, the mountain passes of Durbize, Labourons and Raymont 
Peak. As a culminating point, Madonna Hill offers an exceptional 
panorama view across the appellation. It came into existence in 
1936 and this appellation stretches solely across the village from 
which it takes its name. Legend recounts that a Roman legionary once 
passed through here, leaving his name to the site and to the village.
Our vines in Fleurie are found in the southern part of the appellation, 
bordering Morgon. Facing South/South-East, they stand at an altitude 
of about 300 metres.
The soils of Fleurie La Dot and Fleurie Mademoiselle M, which 
originate from acid rock, are deep and provide good drainage. Rose-
coloured granite is widely predominant here and is found in the form 
sand called saprolite. 

The Mont du Py towers above the Morgon winegrowing sector. With 
its expanse of 1.100 hectares, it provides marvellous diversity of soils 
with the special feature that they lie upon rotten rock, originating from 
the decomposition of schists and rocks of volcanic eruption. 
Its name refers to the hamlet named Morgon, the place of origin 
of the appellation which officially came into existence on 11th 
September 1936 and borders the village of Villié-Morgon, at the 
heart of the winegrowing area. 

Our vines in Morgon are found in the northern part of the appellation. 
Facing South/South-East, they stand at an altitude of 260 metres.
Morgon Château Gaillard, made with grapes of the domain’s oldest 
plots, comes from a deeper soil comprised of the disintegration of 
crumbly, crystalline rock, containing a high quantity of iron oxide 
and veins of manganese. This is a very specific soil made up of very 
ancient and quite worn rock originating from volcanic eruption.



3 CRUS POUR 3 STYLES
• FLEURIE LA DOT

Originating from rose-coloured stone, La Dot is a delicate, tight 
wine with great precision in its structure.
My grandmother received these plots of vines as her dowry.  
This wine pays tribute to her.
Grape variety: Gamay Noir with clear juice 
Colour: vivid, dark red
Aromas: floral and fruity (iris, violet, rose, red fruits), they develop 
towards spicy hints. 
Taste characteristics: elegance, delicacy and body

• FLEURIE MADEMOISELLE M
First produced in 2015, Mademoiselle along with its letter M 
embodies the true spirit of this domain: MEZ at the start; then my 
daughter’s first name, Maguelone, as well as the history of Fleurie 
and its Madonna. A desire to produce deliciousness led us to make 
this wine so that it would be loved at first sight and from the very 
first sip. Mademoiselle M, pure and spontaneous, is the cheeky 
youngest sister of its more serious siblings La Dot and Château 
Gaillard, very reserved wines with clear, distinct expression.
Grape variety: Gamay Noir with clear juice 
Colour: vivid, light red
Aromas: vibrant hints of fresh black and red fruits (blackcurrant, 
blackberry, red currant)
Taste characteristics: delicious and juicy

• MORGON CHÂTEAU GAILLARD
Château Gaillard comes from the named-locality of our vines.
Ultimate terroir expression, it is a key wine with its solid structure 
and depth of body.
Grape variety: Gamay Noir with clear juice
Soils: rocks in decomposition and blue stone 
Colour: dark garnet red
Aromas: ripe stone fruit (cherry, peach, apricot, plum) and spices
Taste characteristics: the very closest expression possible of its 
terroir: robust, rich, powerful and fleshy





MY VINE GROWING
I want to produce wines of great clarity and purity. To achieve this, my 
work in the vineyard consists of encouraging a maximum number of 
exchanges between the vine and its environment. Working the soils has 
been done since I took over in 2006. All the vine growing work set up at 
the domain aims to strengthen the vitality and hardiness of the vines. The 
grapes’ energy must be conveyed in my wines.
This is why, logically, the domain has been gradually converting to 
organic methods since 2016. I could not have embarked upon this 
process before, because I considered it essential to proceed step by step. 
The vines needed to be prepared for such major changes and so did I!
The first wines certified as organic will be produced for the 2018 vintage. 

MY WINEMAKING
• FLEURIE LA DOT AND MORGON CHÂTEAU GAILLARD

Grapes are sorted as they are picked in each plot of the vineyard; 
in whole bunches, the grapes are moved to the vats by a system of 
gravity.
Pre-fermentation maceration at cold temperature is carried out for 
few days, followed by alcoholic fermentation interspersed by cap-
punching and pumping-over. After tasting, the grapes are removed 
from the vats after 2 to 3 weeks. 
40 to 50% of this wine is matured in barrels for 9 months. 
After blending the wine in barrels with the other quantity in vats, 
maturing continues for 12 more months. Then, another additional 
year is necessary after bottling to appreciate the vintage in its first 
stage of plenitude. Afterwards, time will be the wine’s best ally to 
enable it to achieve its fullest development.

• FLEURIE MADEMOISELLE M
For this wine, we do things in a very hands-off way, intervening 
very little. Winemaking with whole grape bunches; semi-carbonic 
fermentation in vats only. The wine retains its fresh, fruity character; it 
is bottled after 9 months of maturation, in vats.
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